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lambda-type plasma cells

Chuansong Quan,1,2,11 Qinghua Liu,3,11 Lijuan Yu,2,11 Chunjing Li,4,11 Kaixiao Nie,2 Guoyong Ding,5 Hong Zhou,2

Xinli Wang,6 Wenwen Sun,6 Huiliang Wang,1 Maokui Yue,7 Li Wei,8 Wenjun Zheng,2 Qiang Lyu,5 Weijia Xing,5

Zhenjie Zhang,2 Michael J. Carr,9,10 Hong Zhang,1,4,* and Weifeng Shi2,5,12,*

SUMMARY

The impairment of antibody-mediated immunity is a major factor associated with
fatal cases of severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome (SFTS). By collating
the clinical diagnosis reports of 30 SFTS cases, we discovered the overprolifera-
tion of monoclonal plasma cells (MCP cells, CD38+cLambda+cKappa�) in bone
marrow, which has only been reported previously in multiple myeloma. The ratio
of CD38+cLambda+ versus CD38+cKappa+ in SFTS cases with MCP cells was
significantly higher than that in normal cases. MCP cells presented transient
expression in the bone marrow, which was distinctly different from multiple
myeloma. Moreover, the SFTS patients with MCP cells had higher clinical
severity. Further, the overproliferation of MCP cells was also observed in SFTS
virus (SFTSV)-infected mice with lethal infectious doses. Together, SFTSV infec-
tion induces transient overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells,
which have important implications for the study of SFTSV pathogenesis, prog-
nosis, and the rational development of therapeutics.

INTRODUCTION

Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome (SFTS), caused by the SFTS virus (SFTSV) in the order Bunya-

virales, is an emerging, high-consequence, tick-borne pathogen with a case fatality rate ranging from 12%

to 50%.1,2 SFTSV poses a serious threat to public health in East Asia, and the related Heartland virus has also

been reported in the United States.3,4 The host spectrum of SFTSV continues to expand, including ticks,

humans, livestock animals, and domesticated pets (e.g., cats and dogs).5 SFTS is one of the top-scoring

diseases in the World Health Organization (WHO) annual review in 2019 that warrant accelerated research

and development due to the absence of effective prophylactic and therapeutic measures.6

Clinical manifestations of SFTS vary greatly between patients and usually include fatigue, myalgia, and

gastrointestinal symptoms, such as lack of appetite, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, which are accompa-

nied by thrombocytopenia, leukocytopenia, and lymphadenopathy.7,8 A typical course of SFTSV infection

generally has four distinct phases: incubation, fever, multiple organ failure, and convalescence.9 Multiple

organ failure develops rapidly, and this phase is characterized by an abrupt increase in biomarkers, such as

aspartate aminotransferase (AST), creatine kinase (CK), and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH).10 These clinical

symptoms, however, are similar to those of anaplasmosis, hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, and acute

leukemia and can lead to clinical misdiagnoses.11

Although the pathogenesis of SFTSV remains unclear, recent studies have shed light on the immunological

mechanisms in fatal SFTS cases.12–17 SFTSV can infect monocytes leading to apoptosis, diminish antigen

presentation, inhibit T cell activation, and block the isotype-switched antibody response.16 Importantly,

SFTSV can directly infect B cell populations—principally plasmablast and plasma cells—resulting in the

deregulation of B cell composition and the disruption of B cell-mediated humoral immunity resulting in

ineffective neutralizing antibodies, which represent a hallmark of fatal SFTS cases.15–17 Additionally, high

viral loads, hyperinflammatory responses, and aberrant complement activation have also been reported

in critical SFTS cases.12–14 Recent reports have also profiled B cell immunity in the peripheral blood
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mononuclear cells (PBMCs) in SFTSV-infected patients16,18; however, the characterization of plasma cells

from the bone marrow of SFTSV cases remains less well understood. Importantly, it is crucial to understand

how humoral immunity developing in bone marrow mitigates against SFTSV infection and to assess the

plasma cell changes for timely clinical diagnosis and treatment.

Herein, we have collated and analyzed the clinical diagnosis reports of 30 SFTS patients, discovering over-

proliferation of a subset of myeloma-like monoclonal plasma cells (MCP cells; CD38+cLambda+cKappa�) in
the bone marrow of eight SFTS patients. Meanwhile, we further explored whether the frequency of MCP

cells affected prognosis, decreased the titer of virus-specific antibodies, and could persist in a comparable

manner to multiple myeloma. In addition, overproliferation of MCP cells was also observed in challenged

mice. Collectively, we have elucidated systematically the characteristics of MCP cells associated with SFTSV

infection.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the study participants

77 suspected SFTS patients were retrospectively assessed from April 2018 to May 2022 at the Second Affil-

iated Hospital of Shandong First Medical University (Figure 1). Among them, 33 cases with bone marrow

examination tested positive for SFTSV by quantitative RT-PCR (n = 22), serological detection (n = 6), virus

Figure 1. Flow chart of SFTS and LMM patients enrolled in the study

The classification of suspected severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome (SFTS) cases from hematologic diseases

between April 2018 to May 2022 at the Second Affiliated Hospital of Shandong First Medical University. LMM: lambda

light chain multiple myeloma; MCP: monoclonal plasma cells with overexpressed lambda chains; NP: normal plasma.
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isolation (n = 6), or next-generation sequencing (n = 2; Table S1). Three cases were excluded from the

following analyses, including two with monoclonal B cell proliferation and one with acute myeloid leuke-

mia. The remaining 30 cases included 13 female cases (43.3%), and the median age was 64.0 years (inter-

quartile range [IQR] 56.5–74.2 years). The median time of symptom onset was 5 days (IQR 4–7 days), and

there were seven (23.3%) fatal cases (Figure S1).

According to the ratio of lambda/kappa chain in the cytoplasm (cLambda/cKappa), the 30 SFTS patients

were divided into two groups: an MCP group (>3:1, n = 8) and a normal plasma (NP) group (between 1:3

and 3:1, n = 22; Figure 1). As the occurrence of MCP cells in SFTS patients was a similar phenotype to those

with lambda light chain multiple myeloma patients (LMMs), 16 LMMs with age- and sex-frequency match-

ing were recruited to compare the differences between theMCP cases andmultiple myeloma patients. The

median age of LMMs was 65.0 years (IQR 54.5–70.0 years), and 9 cases (56.3%) were female (Table S2).

Occurrence of MCP cells in the bone marrow of SFTS cases

To identify potential hematologic diseases, bone marrow aspiration, biopsy for immunohistochemistry

(IHC), and cellular phenotype analysis by flow cytometry were performed. Single cells in the bone marrow

were divided into granulocytes, monocytes, and lymphocytes on the basis of CD45 expression (Figure 2A).

The frequency of CD38+CD138+ plasma cells in the LMM group (median 12.8%, IQR 1.6–22.8%) was higher

than that in the MCP (median 2.0%, IQR 0.9–3.2%, p = 0.03) and NP groups (median 1.4%, IQR 0.5–2.1%,

p = 0.006; Figure 2B). For the CD38+cLambda+ subset, the frequency in the LMM (median 15.0%, IQR

6.4–30.4%, p = 0.001) and MCP group (median 8.0%, IQR 2.3–13.5%, p = 0.03) was higher than that in

the NP group (median 1.3%, IQR 0.2–3.3%), yet there were no significant differences between the MCP

and LMMgroups (p = 0.1; Figure 2C). Similarly, the frequency of CD38+cKappa+ subset did not differ signif-

icantly among the three groups (all p > 0.05; Figure 2D). However, the ratio of CD38+cLambda+ versus

CD38+cKappa+ in the LMM (median 13.5, IQR 9.8–20.7, p < 0.01) and MCP groups (median 5.0, IQR

Figure 2. Characterization of plasma cell subsets in the marrow from SFTS and LMM patients

(A) FACS gating strategy for measurement of plasma cell subsets. Plasma cells (CD38+CD138+) and monoclonal plasma cells with cytoplasmic lambda light

chain (CD38+cLambda+) and (CD38+cKappa�).
(B–D) The frequency of different plasma cell subsets from LMM and SFTS bone marrow lymphocytes.

(E) The ratio of CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa+ in total cell in three groups. LMM: lambda light chain multiple myeloma; MCP: SFTS patients with

monoclonal plasma cells; NP: SFTS patients with normal plasma cells. The median (IQR) is shown for each group, and the differences between two groups

were tested by t test for normally distributed data or Mann-Whitney test for non-normally distributed variables. Owing to the frequency of CD38 within the

normal range (<0.5%), plasma cell phenotypes were not further detected, and 9 from 22 SFTS cases with normal plasma cells were used for analysis in the NP

group. Statistical significance was represented by asterisks, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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3.3–5.8, p < 0.01) was significantly higher than that of NP group (median 1.3, IQR 1.1–2.2; Figure 2E), sug-

gesting the MCP cells presented in the bone marrow of the SFTS cases were monoclonal lambda-type

plasma cells. Similar results were obtained using the Brown-Forsythe ANOVA test with Games-Howell’s

multiple comparisons (Figure S2). Hence, these results revealed that SFTSV infection was likely to cause

overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells (CD38+cLambda+cKappa�) in a subset of

SFTS patients.

In order to visualize the characterization of the MCP cells, IHC was performed on the bone marrow sam-

ples from acute SFTS cases. The results of typical SFTS cases showed that B cell markers (CD19 or CD20)

were rarely detected in the bone marrow samples in the acute phase of the SFTS patients, such as in cases

6 and 24 (Figure S3A), whereas plasma cells stained with CD38 and CD138 cellular markers were abundant

in the bone marrow (Figure S3A). The cLambda and cKappa chains are two important functional cellular

markers located in the cytoplasm.19 Notably, the expression of the cLambda light chain in the cytoplasm

of plasma cells was highly upregulated in the bone marrow of case 6 (an acute SFTS case), while the

cKappa light chain was rarely detected in the cytoplasm (Figure S3A), suggesting that the lambda light

chain gene expression may be affected by SFTSV infection. Double immunofluorescence staining for

CD38 and lambda cellular markers was performed to further characterize the plasma cells in the bone

marrow, and the results demonstrated that the CD38 and lambda markers were co-expressed in plasma

cells, and both the count and fluorescence intensity of cLambda light chain in case 6 were stronger than

those in case 24 with normal plasma cells (Figure S3B). Hence, these results further confirmed that SFTSV

infection could cause overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells similar to lambda light

chain multiple myeloma.

We obtained the peripheral blood single-cell data from seven SFTS patients (20,207 cells) and identified 13

cells containing SFTSV sequences, including six cells annotated as B or plasma cells. Two cells from case

P19 of the NP group harbored 105 virus reads, and the counts of the immunoglobulin lambda chain

(IGLC) genes were 75. The other four cells from case P6 of the MCP group contained 41 virus reads, and

the counts of the IGLC genes were 533, which showed that SFTSV-infected plasma cells could induce

higher expression of the lambda light chain (Table S3). Furthermore, comparison between SFTSV-infected

and non-infected cells found that the expression of IGLC2 in virus-infected cells was significantly higher

than that in virus-uninfected cells (p < 0.05), while there was no statistically significant difference in the

expression of immunoglobulin kappa chain (IGKC) between the two groups (Figure S4). To further explore

these findings, we have reanalyzed the single-cell data from a prior SFTSV study17 and compared the gene

expression between 23 plasma cells/plasmablasts containing viral sequences and 2,028 non-virus-infected

B cells from two dead patients (NCBI GEO database: GSE149313). We found that IGLC3, IGLC6, IGLC7,

and IGKC were among the top 20 differentially expressed genes, and the read counts of IGLC3 in

SFTSV-infected cells were significantly higher than those in the uninfected cells (median: 178.5, IQR:

22.2–3190 vs. median: 17, IQR: 3–171, p = 5.60957E-32; Figure S5). These data provide evidence that

SFTSV infection could cause overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells.

Monoclonal plasma subsets were positively correlated with clinical severity in the SFTS

patients

To examine the relationship between the MCP cells and clinical outcomes, the indices of hematological

analysis, coagulation tests, liver function tests, renal function tests, and cardiology examination were sys-

tematically analyzed for the SFTS cases in both the MCP and NP groups. Four out of eight (50.0%) patients

in the MCP group died, while only three out of 22 (13.6%) died in the NP group (p = 0.04, Table 1). Levels of

liver enzymes in the MCP group, including alanine aminotransferase (ALT, median 334.0, IQR 146.0–376.8,

p < 0.01) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST, median 661.5, IQR 469.5–916.0, p < 0.01), were significantly

higher than those in the NP group, and the concentrations of LDH (median 1868.0, IQR 1145.0–3601.0,

p < 0.01) and CK (median 1480.0, IQR 468.0–8492.0, p = 0.02) related to heart and kidney function were

also significantly increased (Table 1), suggesting that SFTS cases with MCP cells were more likely to

develop acutemultiple organ injuries. Although SFTSV infection affected the clotting process and changed

the composition of lymphocytes, there were no significant differences in the albumin (ALB), activated par-

tial thromboplastin time (APTT), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), creatinine (CRE), D-dimer, fibrinogen (FIB), he-

moglobin (HGB), lymphocyte, platelet (PLT), prothrombin time (PT), red blood cell (RBC), total bilirubin

(TBIL), white blood cell (WBC), and b2-microglobulin (b2-MG) between the two groups (Table 1). Notably,

these indices in both theMCP andNP groups greatly exceeded the normal reference ranges, and they were
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also significantly different between the MCP and LMM groups, with the exception of BUN, CRE, PT, TBIL,

and b2-MG measurements (Table S4).

Furthermore, we performed a correlation analysis and discovered that the ratio of CD38+cLambda+/

CD38+cKappa+ was positively correlated with concentrations of ALT (rs = 0.68, p < 0.001), AST (rs = 0.66,

p < 0.001), and LDH (rs = 0.62, p < 0.001; Figures S6A–S6C). In addition, the CD38+CD138+ plasma subset

was also correlated with levels of globulin (GLO, rs = 0.44, p = 0.015) and LDH (rs = 0.40, p = 0.028;

Figures S6D and S6E), yet the frequency of plasma cells had no correlation with other clinical indicators

(Table S5). These results suggested that overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma subsets in

SFTS cases might be related with severe organ injury and clinical outcome.

To assess the systemic inflammatory response between the MCP cells and clinical outcomes, we obtained

the peripheral blood single-cell transcriptomics data from seven SFTS patients (20,207 cells), including one

MCP case and fiveNP cases. The differentially expressed genes betweenMCP andNP cases were analyzed,

and the expression of several cytokine/chemokine related genes, such as interleukin 2 receptor subunit

beta (IL-2RB), interleukin 2 receptor subunit gamma (IL-2RG), interleukin 7 receptor (IL-7R),

chemokine (C-C motif) ligands 4 (CCL-4), and interferon gamma receptor 1 (IFNGR1), was found to be

distinctly increased in the MCP patients (Figure S7). In addition, we tested four typical cytokines/chemo-

kines (IL-1Ra, IL-6, IFN-g and macrophage inflammatory proteins (MIP)-1b) previously reported to be asso-

ciated with SFTS disease severity.20 The plasma from bone marrow of the SFTS cases (including 4 MCP and

7 NP cases) was tested by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The results showed that the optical

density 450 (OD450) of IL-6 was 0.30 G 0.15 in MCP group, which was significantly higher than that in NP

group (0.15 G 0.06, p = 0.015). However, the OD450 of IFN-g, IL-1Ra, and MIP-1b only had a higher trend

in measurements between the MCP and NP groups, likely due to the small sample size (Figure S8). These

results indicated that MCP patients have more severe inflammatory responses compared to the NP cases.

Table 1. Clinical outcomes and diagnosis of SFTS cases

Characteristics MCP (n = 8) NP (n = 22) Pa

Death, n (%) 4 (50%) 3 (13.6%) 0.04

ALT (U/L; normal range: 5–50) 334.0 (146.0–376.8) 71.5 (35.0–68.5) <0.01

AST (U/L; normal range:14–40) 661.5 (469.5–916.0) 143.5 (97.2–246.5) <0.01

LDH (U/L; normal range:120–250) 1868.0 (1145.0–3601.0) 654.0 (368.0–897.3) <0.01

CK (U/L; normal range: 50–310) 1480.0 (468.0–8492.0) 400.0 (152.0–1324.0) 0.02

RBC(31012/L; normal range: 3.5–5) 4.5 (4.4–4.8) 4.5 (4.0–4.8) 0.49

WBC (3109/L; normal range: 4–10) 1.4 (1.3–2.7) 1.8 (1.1–3.2) 0.07

PLT (3109/L; normal range: 100–300) 53.0 (42.0–88.0) 60.0 (32.0–77.0) 0.63

HGB (g/L; normal range: 110–150) 129.3 (136.0–151.5) 133.5 (126.0–149.8) 0.68

Lymphocytes (3109/L; normal range: 0.8–4) 0.33 (0.32–0.79) 0.47 (0.34–0.80) 0.34

PT (s; normal range: 10.5–15) 11.8 (10.6–12.0) 12.0 (10.5–13.0) 0.69

APTT (s; normal range: 22–38) 39.4 (37.3–43.0) 38.4 (32.7–48.9) 0.95

D-dimer (mg/L; normal range: 0–0.5) 7.4 (5.0–30.2) 4.1 (1.5–11.6) 0.08

FIB (g/L; normal range: 2–4) 1.8 (1.5–2.1) 2.2 (1.7–2.6) 0.15

TBIL (mmol/L; normal range: 2–25) 7.6 (6.0–10.6) 8.5 (6.5–11.2) 0.51

ALB (g/L; normal range: 40–55) 30.6 (26.2–35.6) 34.1 (29.6–36.0) 0.23

CR (mmol/L; normal range:57–97) 67.4 (52.4–82.2) 69.8 (62.7–99.1) 0.46

BUN (mmol/L; normal range: 3.1–8.8) 5.4 (4.5–7.6) 5.7 (4.5–8.8) 0.67

b2-MG (mg/L; normal range:0.8–2.8) 3.6 (2.8–4.7) 4.1 (3.5–5.7) 0.26

Data are n (%) ormedian (IQR). Abbreviations: ALB, albumin (g/L); ALT, alanine transaminase (U/L); APTT, activated partial thromboplastin time (s); AST, aspartate

aminotransferase (U/L); BUN, blood urea nitrogen (mmol/L); CK, creatine Kinase(U/L); CR, creatinine (mmol/L); D-dimer (mg/L); FIB, fibrinogen (g/L); HGB, hemo-

globin (g/L); IQR, interquartile range; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase (U/L); PLT, platelet counts (3109/L); PT, prothrombin time (s); RBC, red blood cell (3109/L);

TBIL, total bilirubin (umol/L); WBC, white blood cell (3109/L); b2-MG, b2-microglobulin (mg/L). Characteristics of clinical indicators were determined at first hos-

pitalization presentation.
aP values were calculated by Mann-Whitney test or t test, as appropriate. Significant p values are shown in bold.
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Plasma antibody response against SFTSV

To test whether the presence of MCP cells affects virus-specific antibody levels and their function, we em-

ployed ELISA and virus neutralization to detect NP-specific IgM/IgG and neutralizing antibodies in blood

plasma andmarrow liquid. There were no significant differences in NP-specific IgM or IgG in the plasma be-

tween theMCP andNP cases during the acute phase (p = 0.73, p = 0.27; Figures 3A, 3B, and Table S1). Simi-

larly, the seroconversion rates of both groups were similar (100% versus 71.4%, p = 1; Table S1), and the geo-

metric mean titers (GMTs) of protective neutralizing antibodies in convalescent plasma were significantly

elevated in the SFTS patients from 6.3 (G2) to 80.0 (G4) (p = 0.008; Figures 3C, 3D, and Table S1). To inves-

tigatewhether viremia affected thepresenceofMCP cells in SFTSpatients, the viral loads in theplasmawere

determined by quantitative RT-PCR, and mean Ct value was 24.2 (G3.6) in the MCP group, which was lower

(higher viral load) than that in the NP group (30.2 G 5.3, p = 0.02; Figure 3E). Meanwhile, the ratio of

CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa+ had a strong inverse association (Spearman’s rs = �0.57, p = 0.046)

with plasma viral load as demonstrated by the correlation analysis in SFTS cases (Figure 3F and Table S1).

Quantitative RT-PCR detection was performed on the bone marrow lymphocytes, and we found that the

Ct value of viral load in them was 24.7 G 4.5, while that of normal plasma cells was 28.6 G 2.1 (p = 0.037;

Figure 3G). In addition, the antibody levels of NP-specific IgM and IgG in blood plasma and marrow liquid

had a strong positive correlation (IgM: r = 0.95, IgG: r = 0.96; Figures 3H and 3I), suggesting the binding an-

tibodies in the plasma could indeed be used to estimate the antibody level in the bone marrow.

Figure 3. The viral loads and antibody responses to the SFTSV nucleocapsid protein in both plasma and marrow liquid

(A and B) The NP-specific IgM and IgG antibody titers in plasma among MCP and NP groups were diluted in 1:10 and 1:100, and OD450 measurements were

determined by a commercial ELISA kit.

(C) The neutralization titers for different time points for the representative case 4 were recorded by real-time quantitative RT-PCR. The red, brown, and green

curves represented collection date 2020.5.20 diluted 1: 20, collection date 2020.7.9 diluted 1: 20, and collection date 2020.7.9 diluted 1: 40, respectively.

(D) Neutralization antibodies in acute or recovery phase plasma in paired samples were tested by 2-fold dilutions in the range 1:20-640, and paired t test was

used for statistical analysis. The red and blue lines represent the MCP and NP groups, respectively.

(E) Plasma viral loads of each acute phase patient were determined by real-time quantitative RT-PCR, and cycle threshold (Ct) values between the MCP and

NP groups were compared.

(F) Spearman’s correlation coefficients were calculated between plasma viral load (Ct value), and the ratio of CD38+cLambda+ versus CD38+cKappa+ using

viremic samples. X axis denotes the Ct value in plasma. rs and P indicate the correlation coefficient and significance, respectively.

(G) Viral loads in the bone marrow lymphocytes of each acute phase patient were determined by real-time quantitative RT-PCR, and cycle threshold (Ct)

values between the MCP and NP groups were compared.

(H and I) Correlation of NP-specific IgM and IgG antibody levels between plasma and bone liquid. The differences between two groups were tested by

Mann-Whitney test or t test, as appropriate. rs indicates the Spearman correlation coefficient. Statistical significance was represented by an asterisk,

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ns, no significance.
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SFTSV infection induced transient overproliferation of MCP cells

To answer the question whether the appearance of MCP cells was persistent in the SFTS cases like those in

the LMM group, we had a follow-up visit with three surviving SFTS patients with MCP cells between 56 and

152 days after symptom onset. Although the plasma subsets (CD38+CD138+) in the bone marrow varied

across the three individuals with paired samples, they generally had a decreasing trend, while non-plasma

subsets (CD38�CD138-) significantly increased along the recovery process of SFTS (p < 0.01, Figure 4A).

The median frequency of CD38+clambda+ plasma cells was 12.9% (IQR 10.4–13.7%) in the acute phase,

while it sharply declined to 0.7% (IQR 0.3–1.6%) in the recovery phase (p < 0.01, Figure 4B). Meanwhile,

the frequency of CD38+cKappa� subtype (median 13.8%, IQR 9.5–17.0%) decreased to 2.3% (IQR

0.2–2.3%) after recovery of the SFTS cases (p = 0.02, Figure 4C). Consistently, the ratio of

CD38+cLambda+ versus CD38+cKappa+ declined rapidly from the acute phase (median 5.0, IQR 4.9–6.4)

transition to the recovery phase (median 0.8, IQR 0.6–0.9, p = 0.01) and reduced to the normal range (Fig-

ure 4D). These findings suggested that the number of plasma cells dropped to near-normal levels after the

SFTS patients recovered, and MCP cells presented transient expression in the bone marrow, which re-

vealed that the occurrence of MCP cells was distinctly different from multiple myeloma.

Phenotype of MCP cells was found in the bone marrow of SFTSV-infected mice

Animal experiments were performed to further explore the overproliferation phenotype of MCP cells in the

bone marrow caused by SFTSV infection. Preliminary animal infection experiments showed the clinical

severity in the type I IFN alpha/beta receptor (IFNa/bR�/�) gene-deficient A129 mice was infection dose

dependent (supplemental materials, Figure S9).

The lymphocytes were gated from bone marrow, and the frequency of plasma cell subsets was analyzed

(Figure 5A). Although the proportion of the CD38+CD138+ subset in the 10 plaque-forming units (PFUs)

group was not significantly different from that of other groups (p > 0.05), the 2 PFU group (median 4.4%,

IQR 2.6–5.9%) had a higher proportion than the 0.08 PFU (median 1.1%, IQR 1.0–1.7%, p < 0.01) and phos-

phate-buffered saline (PBS) group (median 0.7%, IQR 0.5–1.2%, p < 0.01; Figure 5B). However, the number

of plasma cells of the CD38+cLambda+ subset in the 10 PFU group (median 15.5%, IQR 6.6–23.2%) was

much higher than that in the 0.4 PFU (median 1.2%, IQR 0.8–2.8%, p < 0.01), 0.08 PFU (median 1.3%, IQR

1.0–1.8%, p < 0.01), and PBS groups (median 1.0%, IQR 0.7–1.3%, p < 0.01; Figure 5C), yet the frequency

of CD38+cKappa+ subset had no difference among groups (all p > 0.05; Figure 5D). As expected, the ratio

of CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa+ in the 10 PFU group (median 3.2, IQR 1.7–6.0) was significantly higher

than that in the 2 PFU (median 0.6, IQR 0.4–2.9, p = 0.04), 0.4 PFU (median 0.6, IQR 0.3–1.0, p < 0.01),

0.08 PFU (median 0.2, IQR 0.2–0.5, p < 0.01), and PBS groups (median 0.2, IQR 0.1–0.2, p < 0.01; Figure 5E).

These results suggested the frequency of plasma cells and the ratio of CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa+

increased significantly with increasing infectious dose, particularly in the CD38+cLambda+ subset. To

exemplify the dynamic changes of MCP cells, the frequency of CD38+CD138+ (1.6%–2.9%) and

CD38+cLambda+ (1.9%–15.5%) subsets increased from 3 dpi to 5 dpi in the 10 PFU group, while the fre-

quency of CD38+cKappa+ showed a significant decrease (10.9%–4.8%; Figures 5F–5H). Meanwhile, the ra-

tio of CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa+ increased from 0.2 to 3.2 from 3 dpi to 5 dpi (p = 0.03; Figure 5I).

These results further indicated that overproliferation of the monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells were

more likely to occur in the bone marrow in the acute phase of severe SFTS cases.

The association between occurrence of MCP and SFTSV genotyping

To answer whether the appearance of MCP cells was associated with the SFTSV subtyping, we performed

next-generation sequencing and obtained full-length genome sequences from two MCP (P2 and P6) and

three NP (P11, P24, and P28) cases. Phylogenetic analyses showed that SFTSV strains from the two MCP

cases, two NP cases (P11 and P28), and the challenge strain used for animal experiments fell within geno-

type C3 in the phylogenetic trees constructed using the L, M, and S genes, respectively (Figure S10).

Whether SFTSV strains of other genotypes could induce the appearance of MCP cells warrants further

study.

DISCUSSION

Overproliferation of MCP cells is common in plasma cell neoplasms, such as multiple myeloma, Walden-

strom’s macroglobulinemia, and systemic amyloidosis.21–24 To our knowledge, the occurrence of an over-

proliferation of MCP cells caused by viral infection has previously not been reported systematically from
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bone marrow. In the present study, clinical samples were collected from 30 acute SFTS patients between

April 2018 and May 2022 to analyze the phenotypic changes of bone marrow lymphocytes, especially the B

cell subsets that mediate the humoral immune responses. Surprisingly, overproliferation of the monoclonal

Figure 4. SFTSV infection induces transient overproliferation of MCP cells

(A–C) The changes of different plasma subsets (CD38+CD138+, CD38+cLambda+, and CD38+cKappa+) in both the acute

and recovery phases in SFTS cases. The changes of different plasma subsets in both the acute and recovery phases for the

representative MCP case 6 are shown, and paired t tests were employed to assess the significance.

(D) The ratio of CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa in the acute and recovery phases was compared, and paired t test was

used to assess the significance. The green shade represents the normal region. Statistical significance was represented by

asterisks, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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lambda-type plasma subsets was identified in eight SFTS patients, which were similar to that observed in

lambda light chain multiple myeloma.25 Collectively, this is a systematic report that SFTSV infection could

cause overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells in the bone marrow, which enriches our

understanding of viral pathogenesis and potentially inform the rational design of efficacious therapeutic

treatments.

Identification of potential prognostic factors for a fatal outcome of SFTS is of great clinical significance. Pre-

vious studies have revealed that the concentrations of important biomarkers (including ALT, AST, CK, LDH,

and D-dimer) in the acute phase are significantly higher in fatal cases than those in the survivors.7,9,26 We

discovered that the majority of the SFTS patients with monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells typically had

higher concentrations of AST, ALT, LDH, and CK than those in the normal-plasma-cell group, suggesting

potentially severe tissue injuries in the MCP patients. In particular, clinical symptoms and outcomes were

Figure 5. Monoclonal plasma cells overexpressing lambda light chain in different severe interferon receptor-deficient mouse bone marrow

(A) FACS gating strategy for measurements of plasma cell subsets in mice experiments.

(B) The frequency of CD38+CD138+ in different infection groups.

(C and D) The frequency of CD38+cLambda+ and CD38+cKappa+ plasma cells in bone marrow by intracellular staining, respectively.

(E) The ratio of CD38+cLambda+/CD38+cKappa in CD45+ lymphocytes in different infection groups.

(F–I) The changes in different plasma cell subsets from 3 dpi to the 5 dpi in 10 PFU infection dose. Brown-Forsythe ANOVA tests with Holm-Sidak’s multiple

comparisons test were used for the analyses, and the differences between two groups were tested by t test. Sample data collected for phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS), 0.08, 0.4, 2, and 10 PFU in 5 dpi. The median (IQR) is shown for each group, and statistical significance is represented by asterisks, *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; no significance was not shown for clear picture.
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usually more severe in these cases, and half of the SFTS cases with MCP cells died. Therefore, the overpro-

liferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells may be correlated with clinical outcomes of SFTSV infec-

tion, which may serve as a potential prognostic biomarker for SFTS and aid in the development of

therapeutics.

It is well established that viral infection can cause tumors, such as those induced by human papillomavirus

high-risk types, Epstein-Barr virus, hepatitis B virus, and human T-lymphotropic virus type 1.27 However, the

overexpressed monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells in the recovered SFTS patients are clearly different

from lambda light chain multiple myeloma as the overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma

cells in the bonemarrow of the SFTS patients appeared to be transient. Hence, caution should be exercised

to avoid misdiagnosis of SFTSV and lambda light chain multiple myeloma or other blood diseases.11,28

Bone marrow examination has been previously employed in SFTS studies.18,29 Cytological changes in the

bone marrow of SFTS patients have been described as early as in 2013, which showed that there was no

difference between the SFTS patients and healthy controls, but the SFTS patients had significant cytolog-

ical variance with acute aplastic anemia patients.30 Meanwhile, macrophage hematophilia was also found in

the bonemarrow of SFTS patients, especially in fatal cases.8,18 Hemophagocytic histiocytosis has been also

described in the bone marrow of SFTS cases,31,32 which was also observed in bone marrow biopsy samples

of four SFTS cases in this study. Importantly, we discovered a lambda light chain multiple myeloma-like

plasma cell phenotype caused by SFTSV infection using bone marrow flow cytometry and IHC methods.

Further, overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells were also found in animal experiments

in the high-dose infection group, which suggested that SFTSV infection could cause overproliferation of

monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells in bone marrow. Therefore, examination of bone marrow could

shed light on understanding pathogenic mechanisms of SFTSV and potentially other high-consequence

viral hemorrhagic infectious diseases.

Importantly, the mechanism(s) underlying the overproliferation phenotype of monoclonal lambda-type

plasma cells in SFTS cases we have described remains unknown. It is well reported that viral infection

can cause immunoblastic and polyclonal B cell activation, such as following Hantavirus, Epstein-Barr virus,

and Dengue virus infection. However, it has been reported that the signaling through pattern-recognition

receptors combined with certain cytokines is able to induce polyclonal activation of human memory B cells

and subsequent differentiation into antibody-secreting cells.33,34 In addition, B cells could constitute alter-

native target cells for the Andes orthohantavirus infection and lead to their polyclonal activation, as has

been demonstrated for dengue virus.35,36

Interestingly, only the monoclonal lambda-type plasma cells were discovered in the bone marrow of the

SFTS cases, and we did not find the kappa-type MCP cells, which was consistent with prior observations

from peripheral blood mononuclear cells.37 Hence, we speculate that a high viral load at the acute phase

of SFTSV infection, mimicked by the high infectious dose in the animal model, may cause cellular metabolic

disorders of B cells and thereby trigger lambda light chain expression, which clearly warrants further study.

In addition, whether the presence of MCP cells affects the expression of neutralizing antibodies also re-

quires further investigation. Importantly, half of the MCP cases died and the presence of MCP cells seemed

to be closely related to both more severe clinical symptoms and outcomes in the present study.

In summary, we report that SFTSV infection can cause a transient overproliferation of monoclonal lambda-

type plasma cells, which is related to clinical severity and infection outcome. Notably, this study sheds light

on a tumor phenotype of SFTSV infection, which might represent a unique pathogenic mechanism of SFTS.

Whether this phenotype is also found in other hemorrhagic infectious diseases and its correlation with dis-

ease severity warrant further detailed scientific and clinical investigation.

Limitations of the study

This study has several limitations. Firstly, when the proportion of the CD38+ subset fell within the normal

range (<0.5%), the plasma cell phenotypes were not analyzed so that only 9 out of the 22 SFTS cases

with normal plasma cells were analyzed in more detail. Secondly, eight of the 30 SFTS patients exhibited

overproliferation of MCP cells; however, only four MCP cases survived, and three cases were successfully

followed up. Therefore, the sample size is small, and assessing whether MCP cells affect the secretion of

effective viral-targeting monoclonal antibodies needs further study. Thirdly, we did not have serial samples
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from fatal NP cases and failed to assess whether MCP cells also appear in the later infection period. Finally,

the IFNa/bR�/� mouse model is different from humans, and other animal models such as humanized mice,

ferrets, or cats were not used to validate the findings in patients.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-human CD19 MXB Blotechnologles Cat# clone MX016

PE/Cyanine7 anti-mouse CD19 Biolegend Cat# clone 6D9; RRID:AB_2927870

Anti-human CD20 MXB Blotechnologles Cat# clone L26

Anti-human CD38 MXB Blotechnologles Cat# clone MX044

Anti-human CD38 Proteintech Cat# clone 3C6G4

Brilliant Violet 421 anti-mouse CD38 Biolegend Cat# clone 90; RRID:AB_2734153

Brilliant Violet 711 anti-mouse CD45 Biolegend Cat# clone 30-F11; RRID:AB_2564383

Anti-human CD138 MXB Blotechnologles Cat# clone MI15

PerCP/Cyanine5.5 anti-mouse CD138 Biolegend Cat# clone 281-2; RRID:AB_2561600

Multi-clonal anti-human kappa MXB Blotechnologles Cat# clone RAB-0111

Multi-clonal anti-human lambda MXB Blotechnologles Cat# clone LAM03+ HP6054

Multi-clonal anti-human lambda Proteintech Cat# clone 20758-1-AP

FITC anti-mouse kappa Biolegend Cat# clone RMK-48; RRID:AB_2563584

PE anti-mouse lambda Biolegend Cat# clone RML-42; RRID:AB_1027660

DAB Kit MXB Blotechnologles Cat# DAB-0031

CoraLite488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit

IgG(H + L)

Proteintech Cat# Sa00013-2; RRID:AB_2797132

Coralite 594–conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG

(H + L)

Solarbio Cat# K1031G-AF594

Critical commercial assays

Cytofix/Cytoperm BD Cat# 554714

MagaBio plus Virus RNA Purification Kit BIOER Cat# BSC86S1E

ReverTra Ace� qPCR RT Kit TOYOBO Cat# FSQ101

Trans-Start Top Green qPCR Super-Mix TRAN Cat# AQ131

SFTSV IgM elisa kit Daan Gene N/A

SFTSV IgG elisa kit Daan Gene N/A

Experimental models: Cells, media, and virus

SFTSV strain SDTA-1 In-house GenBank: KX641909

Vero cells In-house N/A

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium Gibco Cat# C11995500BT

Fetal bovine serum Gibco Cat# 10437-028

Penicillin-streptomycin Solarbio Cat# P1400

Red blood lysis solution Solarbo Cat# R1016

Interferon alpha/beta receptor gene-deficient

A129 mice

In-house N/A

Biological samples

Blood the Second Affiliated Hospital of Shandong

First Medical University

N/A

Bone marrow biopsy and aspiration the Second Affiliated Hospital of Shandong

First Medical University

N/A

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Weifeng Shi (shiwf@ioz.ac.cn).

Materials availability

All requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact author. All reagents will be

made available on request after completion of a Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability

d Full-length genome sequences of the seven SFTSV generated in our study have been deposited in the

GenBank under accession numbers OP379659-OP379665, OP379667-OP379673, and OP379675-

OP379681. Single-cell RNA-seq data have been deposited into the GSA database under accession num-

ber HRA004330.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines and mice

Vero cells were maintained in dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine

serum at 37�C with 5% CO2. Interferon alpha/beta receptor gene-deficient A129 mice were obtained

from School of Medicine, Tsinghua University, andmaintained at the Key Laboratory of Etiology and Epide-

miology of Emerging Infectious Diseases in Universities of Shandong, Shandong First Medical University.

Since the sex ratio in the MCP group is 1:1, we selected 8 to 12-week-old female or male mice for virus chal-

lenge. All animal handling procedures were performed in compliance with the People’s Republic of China

legislation for the care and use of laboratory animals. The experiments and protocol were approved by the

Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of Shandong First Medical University & Shandong Acad-

emy of Medical Sciences under permit W202103030180.

Collection of clinical data and sample

Outpatients with suspected SFTS, including fever, history of tick bites, thrombocytopenia, and clinical pre-

sentation during the SFTS season (March to October), were enrolled at the Second Affiliated Hospital of

Shandong First Medical University between April 2018 and May 2022. The patients were examined for

SFTSV infection by quantitative RT-PCR, antibody testing, or high-throughput sequencing, and simulta-

neously the routine testing for hematopoiesis were used for further analysis. Individuals were omitted

from the study based on the following exclusion criteria: (1) suspected cases without marrow examination;

(2) suspected cases without antibody or sequencing results; (3) antibody or sequencing findings were nega-

tive in suspected cases; (4) cases were diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia or monoclonal B cell

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

SFTSV sequence This paper GenBank: OP379659-OP379665, OP379667-

OP379673, and OP379675-OP379681

Single-cell RNA-seq data This paper GSA: HRA004330

Software and algorithms

Prism 8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

R package R CRAN https://www.r-project.org/

Seurat v4 Satija Lab and Collaborators https://satijalab.org/seurat/

FlowJo 10 Treestar https://www.flowjo.com/solutions/flowjo
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proliferation. The clinical outcomes of SFTS patients obtained from hematological analysis and urinalysis

were regularly recorded, as well as the cell subtype information in bone marrow, so as to exclude hemato-

logic diseases, were also collected for data analysis. The plasma and sera were separated and stored

at �80�C until further testing.

Definition of monoclonal plasma cells among SFTS patients

The monoclonal plasma cell overproliferation among SFTS patients was similar with the clonal plasma cell

in certain multiple myeloma phenotypes. According to the diagnosis and treatment standard of multiple

myeloma in China (revised in 2022),38 the multiple myeloma patients were enrolled as a control group.

Briefly, the multiple myeloma diagnosis was based on the ratio of clonal plasma cells, serum calcium, ane-

mia, bone lesions: clonal bone marrow plasma cells R10% or biopsy-proven bone or extramedullary plas-

macytoma and anyone or more of the following myeloma-defining events: (1) monoclonal protein in serum

or urine; (2) hypercalcaemia >2.75 mmol/L; (3) renal insufficiency: serum creatinine >177 mmol/L; (4) ane-

mia: a hemoglobin value <100 g/L; (5) bone lesions: one or more osteolytic lesions on skeletal radiography,

X-ray film, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, or positron emission tomography-

computed tomography. Further, the MCP cells among SFTS patients were defined according to the ratio

of CD38+cLambda+: CD38+cKappa+ is <1:3 (kappa type) or >3:1 (lambda type), and the normal plasma

defined with ratios between 1:3 and 3:1.24,39

Study approvals

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Shandong First Medical University & Shandong

Academy of Medical Sciences (R2021030300920). The study followed the principles of the Declaration

of Helsinki, and the standards of Good Clinical Practice as defined by the International Conference on

Harmonization (https://www.ich.org). Written informed consent was obtained from each enrolled case.

The research-related information was used anonymously.

METHOD DETAILS

Determination of viral titers

The SFTSV strain SDTA-1 (GenBank: KX641909) was propagated in Vero cells with DMEM supplemented

with 1% fetal bovine serum and penicillin-streptomycin for five days. The 50% tissue culture infectious

dose (TCID50) values of SDTA-1 were titrated on Vero cells using the Reed-Muench method. The superna-

tant was diluted by 10-fold serial dilution with DMEM, which was transferred to pre-prepared Vero cells in

96-well plates and incubated for 96 h. The viruses in 96-well plates were fixed and permeabilized with

cooled absolute ethanol for 20 min at 4�C. Vero cells were stained with humanized Gn-IgG antibody at

10 mg/mL, followed by Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-human Ig antibody at 1:200. The double IF

staining was visualized and calculated employing ZEISS observer 300 (Germany).

Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) human marrow tissues from SFTS cases were examined. All

FFPE tissues were cut into 3-mm-thick sections. Immunohistochemistry for host-cell proteins was performed

with anti-CD19, anti-CD20, anti-CD38, anti-CD138, multi-clonal anti-kappa from rabbits, and multi-clonal

anti-lambda frommice. Immunofluorescence for host-cell proteins was performed with anti-CD38, anti-hu-

man IgG lambda light chain polyclonal antibody, Coralite 488–conjugated affinipure anti–Rabbit IgG and

Coralite 594–conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) were used as secondary antibodies. Immunostaining

was visualized by 3,30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) staining. DAB Chromogen Kit were used

as chromogens for horseradish peroxidase visualization. The double IF staining was visualized with ZEISS

observer 300 (Germany).

Real-time reverse-transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction

The viral load was measured on plasma collected from patients at first hospitalization and in the mouse

model. Viral RNA was extracted with MagaBio plus Virus RNA Purification Kit, and cDNA synthesis was per-

formed using the ReverTra Ace qPCR RT Kit. SYBR Green-based real-time PCR assay (SYBR-qPCR) was per-

formed by Trans-Start Top Green qPCR Super-Mix with the oligonucleotide primers as previously

described.40
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Measurement of SFTSV antibodies

Plasma or serum titers of IgM and IgG to SFTSV nucleocapsid protein (NP) were measured using commer-

cial ELISA kits (Daan Gene, China) following the manufacturer’s instructions. For neutralization, Vero cells in

DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin were seeded at 40,000 cells per well

into clear-bottom, white-walled 48-well plates and cultured overnight at 37�C. Equal volumes of heat-inac-

tivated serum or plasma, and virus diluted to 100 TCID50 were added together and incubated at 37�C for

1 h. The 400 mL mixture was transferred to a confluent layer of Vero cells and incubated for 3 h, then washed

three times, and cultured at 37�C for 96 h with 5% CO2. The results were directly determined by the SYBR-

qPCR assay, and the cut-off value was Ct % 30. Serum samples were tested with a starting dilution of 1:20,

followed by 2-fold serial dilutions to 1:640. The GMT was calculated as the reciprocal of the serum dilution,

and the negative was designated as 5. In each assay, negative and positive control samples and virus back

titrations were utilized to confirm the testing system stability.

Infections

Different infectious doses (10, 2, 0.4, 0.08 PFU/mL) of SDTA-1 strain in 200 mL PBS were inoculated in 8- to

12-week-old female or male IFNa/bR�/� gene-deficient A129 mice by an intraperitoneal injection route.

The same operation was performed on the control group of mice with 200 mL of PBS. Body weight and sur-

vival of mice were monitored until 9 days post-infection.

To evaluate the occurrence of MCPs after SFTSV infection was related with infectious doses, the mice were

divided into five groups and challenged with lethal 10 PFU to asymptomatic 0.08 PFU, including 10 PFU,

2 PFU, 0.4 PFU, 0.08 PFU, and PBS, and they were killed on day 5. Meanwhile, additional 6 mice were in-

fected with 10 PFU and euthanized on day 3.

Themain virus-targeted organs including blood, brain, intestine, and liver, based on previous reports, were

collected and stored at �80�C. These organs were homogenized in 1 mL of PBS using a homogenizer

(60 Hz/s) at 4�C. Then, solid debris was pelleted by centrifugation at 12,000 3 g for 1 min, and the super-

natant was used for virus testing. The bone marrow lymphocytes were repeatedly blown through a 1 mL

syringe andmouse splenocytes were obtained by gently grindingmoistened spleen sections. Lymphocytes

were filtered through cell strainers and were lysed with red blood lysis solution to remove erythrocytes for

10 min in ice.41 These cells were cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen before analysis.18

Intracellular staining and flow cytometry

Lymphocytes of infected mice bone marrow were recovered and stained with a panel of surface MAbs in

fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) buffer (0.5% bovine serum albumin) for 30 min on ice, including

anti–CD19-PE-Cy7, anti–CD38-DAPI, anti–CD45-BV711, anti–CD138-Percp-Cy5.5 surface markers. The

cells were then fixed and incubated in permeabilizing buffer, and then stained with anti–kappa–PE and

anti–lambda–FITC. All fluorescent lymphocytes were gated on a flow cytometer AriaIII (BD Biosciences)

and analyzed with FlowJo software.42

Phylogenetic analysis

The complete L, M, and S gene segments of SFTSV strains were downloaded from GenBank and used as

reference strains, including 150 L gene sequences, 166M gene sequences, and 155 S gene sequences. Mul-

tiple sequence alignment of three gene segments was performed using Muscle (version 5).43 Phylogenetic

analyses were performed using IQ-TREE2 (version 1.6.12).44 Trees were visualized using FigTree (version

1.4.2). The classification of the SFTSV genotypes followed previous studies.45,46

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted with GraphPad Prism (version 8.2.1, GraphPad Software, Inc.), and R

(version 4.0, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing). The normality of continuous variables was exam-

ined by using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Continuous variables were expressed as mean G standard deviation

(SD) and median (IQR), as appropriate. Categorical variables were presented as a rate. GMT and its SD

were described for NP-specific IgM/IgG and neutralizing antibodies. The differences between two groups

and between multiple groups were tested by t-test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s

multiple comparisons (if equal variances were not assumed, Brown-Forsythe ANOVA test with
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Games-Howell’s multiple comparisons was used) for normally distributed data, respectively. Mann-

Whitney test and Kruskal-Wallis test were used for non-normally distributed or discrete variables. Paired

t-test was conducted to compare the levels of plasma cells in follow-up SFTS patients. Spearman correla-

tion was adopted to examine the relationship between monoclonal plasma subsets and clinical severity in

the SFTS patients. The survival curves of animal experiment were generated with a log rank (Mantel-Cox)

test. Body weight rate of mice was analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA. p < 0.05 was considered sta-

tistically significant (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001).
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